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Abstract

Defending adversarial attack is a critical step towards

reliable deployment of deep learning empowered solutions

for industrial applications. Probabilistic adversarial ro-

bustness (PAR), as a theoretical framework, is introduced

to neutralize adversarial attacks by concentrating sample

probability to adversarial-free zones. Distinct to most of

the existing defense mechanisms that require modifying the

architecture/training of the target classifier which is not fea-

sible in the real-world scenario, e.g., when a model has

already been deployed, PAR is designed in the first place

to provide proactive protection to an existing fixed model.

ShieldNet is implemented as a demonstration of PAR in this

work by using PixelCNN. Experimental results show that

this approach is generalizable, robust against adversarial

transferability and resistant to a wide variety of attacks on

the Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, respectively.

1. Introduction

Deep learning has demonstrated impressive performance

on many important practical problems such as image [11],

video [8], audio [9] and text classification [2]. Despite

their outstanding performance, it has been recently shown

that deep learning models are vulnerable to adversarial ma-

nipulation of their input which is intended to cause a mis-

classification [12, 25, 3]. These adversarial manipulations

are carefully crafted perturbations that are so subtle that a

human observer does not even notice the modification at

all, but can cause deep learning models to mis-classify the

input. Fig. 1(a) shows examples of original images from

the CIFAR10 [10] and Fashion-MNIST [30] testing datasets

that were correctly classified by a VGG [23] Convolutional

∗ Both authors contributed equally.
† This work was done in part as an internship at KLA Corporation.
‡ Corresponding author.

Figure 1. (a) Examples of original images from the CIFAR10 and

fashion-MNIST testing datasets correctly classified by VGG, (b)

generated perturbation for the corresponding images, (c) corre-

sponding adversarial examples mis-classified by VGG.

Neural Network (CNN), (b) shows the adversarial perturba-

tions crafted using attacks discussed in this literature and

(c) shows the adversarially perturbed images being mis-

classified using the same CNN.
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Adversarial attacks can be achieved through black-

box attacks and white-box attacks. In the black-box

attack model [19], the attacker does not have any ac-

cess to the parameters or architecture of the classifica-

tion model, whereas in the white-box attack [5], the at-

tacker has complete access to all the parameters and ar-

chitecture of the classification model. Szegedy et al. [25]

showed that an adversarial example that was designed

to be mis-classified by a model M1 can also be used

to mis-classify a different model M2. This adversarial

transferability helps bridge the gap between white-box at-

tacks and black-box attacks. Furthermore, Kurakin et

al. [12] showed that adversarial examples can also exist

in the physical world: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=zQ_uMenoBCk&feature=youtu.be. The

authors of [12] created an adversarial perturbation, printed

the perturbed image, photographed the printed image and

fed it back to the classifier. Their results show that the

classifier mis-classified the photographed image, indicating

that physical sensors are also prone to adversarial exam-

ples. These kind of attacks can provide disastrous results in

safety-critical applications such as self-driving cars [1].

Existing defense approaches can be grouped into three

categories: (1) augmenting the training with adversarial ex-

amples, e.g., adversarial training [7, 26, 27], (2) modify-

ing the training and architecture of the classifier, e.g., la-

bel smoothing [20, 29] and (3) detecting and modifying

the adversarial example, e.g., PixelDefend [24], Defense-

GAN [22], MagNet [15]. In terms of real world applica-

tions, preemptive detection and modification the adversarial

example is the most feasible approach to defend classifica-

tion systems because it does not depend on the architecture

of the classifier or the attacking method making it model

and attack agnostic.

To this end we propose Probabilistic Adversarial Robust-

ness (PAR) as a fundamental approach to neutralize adver-

sarial attacks. The underlying concept of PAR is to utilize

the application loss function to guide a probabilistic model

for projecting adversarial examples to the adversarial-free

zones. In this paper, we present the theory of PAR and its

theoretical possibility to reliably prevent adversarial attacks

in a compact region. Moreover, as a demonstration, we se-

lect PixelCNN [18] as a specific implementation of PAR’s

probabilistic model for its state-of-the-art performance in

modeling image distributions and tractability of evaluating

the data likelihood [21, 28]. The resulting defense network

is named as ShieldNet. We train ShieldNet to learn the

adversarial-free zones around the input data distribution of

the target CNN, and numerically show that the transformed

image does belong closer to the training/testing manifold

using statistical p-value tests. The rest of this paper is orga-

nized as follows. We introduce the necessary related works

and background information for adversarial attacks and ad-

versarial defenses in Section 2. The theory of PAR and the

construction of ShieldNet are introduced in Section 3. Fi-

nally experimental results under different attacks, as well

as comparison with other defense methods are presented in

Section 4.

2. Related Works and Our Contributions

In this section we explain in detail the related works in

two parts. First, we introduce and discuss different adver-

sarial attack strategies employed in this literature. Second,

we introduce and discuss existing defense mechanisms.

2.1. Adversarial Attacks

For any given test image X, adversarial attacks try to

find a small perturbation δ with ‖ δ ‖∞ ≤ ǫattack such that

a classifier f gives a mis-classification for Xadv = X + δ.

ǫattack is a parameter that sets the perturbation limit for

each pixel in X on the color scale.

Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM): This attack was pro-

posed by Goodfellow et al. [7]. The authors generate a ma-

licious perturbation given by

δ = ǫattack sign(▽XL(X, y)) (1)

where ▽XL(X, y) is the loss function used to train the

model and y is the class label. This approach uses the sign

of the gradients at every pixel to determine the direction

with which to change the corresponding pixel value.

Basic Iterative Method (BIM): This attack was proposed

by Kurakin et al. [12]. The authors implemented a variant

of the FGSM attack by applying it multiple times with a

smaller step size. The adversarial examples are formally

computed as:

X
adv
0 = X,

X
adv
n+1 = Clipǫattack

X
(Xadv

n + αsign(▽XL(Xadv
n , y)))

(2)

Clipǫattack

X
clips the resulting image to be within the

ǫattack-ball of X. Similar to Kurakin et al. [12], we set α
= 1 and limit the number of iterations to be [min(ǫattack +

4, 1.25ǫattack)]

DeepFool: This attack was proposed by Moosavi-Dezfooli

et al. [16]. The authors construct DeepFool by assuming

that Neural Networks are linear, with a hyperplane separat-

ing each class. Based on this, they iteratively linearize the

decision boundary and find the closest adversarial example.

We clip the resulting image so that its perturbation is not

larger than ǫattack.

Carlini-Wagner (CW): Carlini and Wagner [5] proposed

an efficient optimization objective for iteratively finding the

adversarial examples with the smallest perturbation leading

to high probability of mis-classification. We clip the result-

ing image so that its perturbation is not larger than ǫattack.
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Momentum Iterative-FGSM (MI-FGSM): Dong et al. [6]

proposed integrating a momentum term into an existing it-

erative attack helps improve the success rate of the attack.

The attack won first place in the NIPS 2017 adversarial at-

tack competition for both Targeted and Non-Targeted at-

tacks. The adversarial examples are formally computed as:

g0 = 0, Xadv
0 = X,

gt+1 = µ . gt +
▽X L(Xadv

t , y)

‖ ▽X L(Xadv
t , y) ‖1

,

Xadv
t+1 = Xadv

t + α sign(gt+1) (3)

where, ▽XL(X, y) is the loss function used to train the

model, µ is the momentum and α = ǫattack/T .

2.2. Adversarial Defense

As mentioned in Section 1, current adversarial defense

strategies fall into three categories (1) augmenting the

dataset with adversarial examples, (2) modifying the train-

ing procedure and architecture of the classifier, and (3) de-

tecting and modifying the adversarial example.

2.2.1 Augmenting the Training Dataset

Adversarial Training: This approach proposed by Good-

fellow et al. [7] works by generating adversarial examples

on-the-fly during training and augmenting it to the training

dataset. A drawback of this approach was that it was not

scalable as shown by [12, 27].

Ensemble Adversarial Training: In this approach Tramèr

et al. [26] augment their training data with perturbations

generated from many different models. This approach tries

to decouple the generation of adversarial examples from

the model being trained, while simultaneously drawing an

explicit connection with robustness to adversarial attacks.

The authors mention that this approach makes the classifier

more robust but at a high performance cost.

2.2.2 Modifying the Training and Architecture

Label Smoothing: This approach proposed by Warde-

Farley and Goodfellow [29] converts one-hot labels to soft

targets, where the correct class has a value 1 - T while the

wrong classes have T/(N - 1). Here T is a small constant

and N is the number of classes. When the classifier is re-

trained on these soft targets rather than one-hot labels it is

more robust to adversarial examples. This method is similar

to defensive distillation proposed by [20] but is shown to be

computationally inexpensive.

Feature Squeezing: Feature squeezing proposed by Xu et

al. [31] is both attack and model agnostic. For any given

image, its color space is reduced from [0, 255] to a smaller

value and then smoothened using a median filter. The re-

sulting image is then passed to the classifier.

2.2.3 Detecting and Modifying Adversarial Examples

MagNet: This approach proposed by Meng et al. [15] uses

an auto encoder to learn the distribution of the training data.

During testing if the input image is from the real dataset the

reconstruction loss will be minimum but if the input is an

adversarial example, then the loss will be higher.

Defense-GAN: This approach proposed by Samagouei et

al. [22] uses a trained generative adversarial network to dis-

tinguish between real and adversarial examples. During test

time given an adversarial image X+ δ, the authors try to

project X+ δ onto the range of the generator by minimiz-

ing the reconstruction error ‖ G(z) − (X+ δ) ‖22. The

resulting construction G(z) is then passed to the classifier.

Thermometer Encoding: This approach proposed by

Buckman et al. [4] discretizes the input as a defense against

adversarial examples. The authors replace the pixel values

with a binary vector using a thermometer encoding process.

The idea here is that by using this kind of encoding, the

threshold effects of discretization makes it harder to find

adversarial examples that only make small alterations of the

image. A drawback of this approach is that it scales the in-

put space dimension linearly with the number of discretiza-

tion steps, leading to a significant increase in the number of

parameters for the model.

PixelDefend: This approach proposed by Song et al. [24]

leverages pre-trained probabilistic generative networks to

purify an adversarial example to resemble the distribution

of the training dataset. Although their approach is model

and attack agnostic, the performance of their approach de-

creases as the strength of the attack increases.

2.3. Contributions of This Paper

In light of the state-of-the-art, our work is significantly

different from the existing approaches.

• We introduce the theoretic framework of Probabilis-

tic Adversarial Robustness (PAR) to neutralize adver-

sarial attacks by concentrating sample probability to

adversarial-free zones.

• We theoretically demonstrate the connection between

PAR loss and the SGD loss, and prove the existence

of an optimal distribution for the probabilistic trans-

formation to reach a theoretical lower bound.

• We empirically show that our approach is generaliz-

able and robust to adversarial transferability of attacks.

• Our approach is model and attack agnostic, and can be

combined with other existing approaches which results

in even more improved performance.
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3. Probabilistic Adversarial Robustness (PAR)

In this paper, we introduce the PAR to provide a theoret-

ical foundation of possibly neutralizing adversarial attack

(AA) samples in the compact regions near the good sam-

ples. The approach of PAR is to seek a random function via

a probabilistic model to transform the AA samples to the

adversarial-free regions. In the following subsections, we

establish the theory of PAR, and provide a demonstration of

PAR implementation via PixelCNN.

3.1. Theory of PAR

For any given image X ∈ R
M×N where M × N is the

number of pixels in the image, an ǫ-bounded adversarial

sample is denoted as X + δ, where δ belongs to the lp-

bounded neighbourhood ∆ = {δ ∈ R
M×N | ‖δ‖p ≤ ǫ}

to X. The probabilistic generative model πω(X
′|X+ δ) in

PAR is expected to map the AA samples from adversarial

regions back to a safer space in ∆. Adversarial attacks on

any classification task with a loss function of L(X′,Y; θ),
where X ′ is sampled from πω(X

′|X+ δ) transformation,

can be achieved by optimizing,

argmax
δ∈∆

∫

∆

πω(X
′|X+ δ)L(X′,Y; θ)dX′. (4)

The loss function of PAR can be expressed as the

marginalized expectation,

LPAR = E
(X,Y)∼D

∫

∆

EX′∼πω(·|X+δ)

[

L(X′,Y; θ)
]

p(δ)dδ

(5)

where p(δ) represents the distribution of adversarial sam-

ples in ∆. The theoretical possibility of PAR to neutralize

AA samples is supported by the following three theorems

(for proofs, see Appendix 1).

Theorem 1 if πω(X
′|X+ δ) = δDirac(X

′−X) for ∀X ∼
D, where δDirac(·) is the Dirac delta function, then LPAR

reduces to SGD loss.

Theorem 2 Assume L(X′,Y; θ) is continuous in X + ∆
and πω(X

′|X+ δ) is supported on X + ∆, there exists a

lower bound for LPAR in space ∆. If πω(X
′|X+ δ) =

δDirac(X
′ − X − β0), LPAR reaches the lower bound,

where β0 = argminβ∈∆ L(X+ β,Y; θ).

Corollary 1 If LPAR reaches the lower bound, adversar-

ial perturbation existis only if δ /∈ ∆.

In practice, there is no guarantee that the lower bound

of LPAR can be realized. Although adversarial attacks

through Eq.( 4) are possible, the optimization requires SGD

and the convergence rate is in the order of O(1/λ) [17],

which is exponentially slower than the deterministic opti-

mization, where λ is the convergence error.

3.2. PAR via PixelCNN

In this paper we use PixelCNN as the probabilistic model

for PAR. πω(X
′|X+δ) is a joint probability among all pix-

els, i.e.

Pcnn(X) =

M×N
∏

i

Pcnn(xi|x1:(i−1)) , (6)

where xi is the i-th pixel of the image. By adopting Pix-

elCNN, it can be factorized into a product of conditional

distributions.

πω(X
′|X+ δ) =

M×N
∏

i=1

p(xi|[x1, ..., xi−1],X+ δ) . (7)

Solving Eq. (5) requires a proper definition of the space

∆. As a practical solution, we introduce a regularization

term αReg(X′,X) to constraint how far X
′ can deviate

from X, which implicitly confines the space ∆. Besides,

as illustrated by Theorem 1, this regularization also acts as

a restraint on LPAR to be close to the SGD loss without ad-

versarial perturbation. In this work, we use the PixelCNN

loss as Reg(X′,X). The combined loss function is given

by:

Limp = E
(X,Y)∼D

∫

∆

EX′∼πω(·|X+δ)

[

L(X′,Y; θ)

+ αReg(X′,X)
]

p(δ)dδ ,

(8)

where ω is the learnable parameters in the probabilistic

model of PAR. It should be noted that θ is the parameters of

the protected CNN model, and it is fixed during the learn-

ing of PAR. In all of our approaches for a given input image

to the probabilistic model, we sample n = 10 number of

transformations of X′.

For white-box scenario, the optimization of Eq.( 8)

requires the estimation of ∂Limp/∂ω. We utilize Pix-

elCNN++ [21] implementation, which employs mixture

models of logistic distributions to represent pixel-wise con-

ditional probability. Through variable transformation of

X
′ = X

′(ω) , the gradients can be directly evaluated by

chain rule.

3.3. ShieldNet Implementation

Fig. 2 shows the overview of one implementation of PAR

named as ShieldNet. The ShieldNet consist of three ma-

jor components: the probabilistic transformation model via

PixelCNN , the target CNN classifier, and the optional aver-

ager for logits. The inputs to ShieldNet are samples poten-

tially with adversarial perturbations X + δ. The PixelCNN

In this work, the mean and standard deviation of the logistic distribution

with respect to ω are optimized.
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(denoted as green box in Fig. 2) is a probabilistic model

that generates n different neutralized samples (X′n
i=1

) for

the provided AA sample. The neutralized samples are then

given as input to the original target CNN classifier and the

average of the n logits is taken for deciding the final pre-

diction Y . The detailed network topologies can be found in

Appendix 3.

Figure 2. Implementation of PAR: ShieldNet.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Datasets and Target CNN Models

We evaluated our approach on two publicly available

datasets namely: Fashion MNIST [30] and CIFAR10 [10].

Fashion MNIST was designed to be a much more difficult

and drop-in replacement for the MNIST dataset [13]. The

dataset consists of 60,000 training and 10,000 testing gray-

scale images of size 28x28 distributed evenly into 10 dif-

ferent classes. CIFAR10 is another widely used dataset that

consists of 50,000 training and 10,000 testing RGB images

of size 32x32 distributed evenly into 10 different classes.

We evaluated our proposed approach on two state-of-the-

art classifiers: ResNet and VGG. For fair comparison we

use the same architectures used by [24]. The architectures

of the individual CNNs are described in Appendix 3 of this

paper. Before training the agent, the two CNNs: ResNet

and VGG, were pre-trained on the CIFAR10 and Fashion

MNIST datasets, and after pre-training the parameters are

fixed and not updated. In principle, we could train both the

agent and the CNN jointly but, this is not our desired task, as

our aim is to train an agent that can defend a CNN without

changing the architecture or re-training the CNN. Table 1

shows the classification results of ResNet and VGG on the

original Fashion MNIST and CIFAR10 testing datasets.

Network Fashion MNIST CIFAR10

ResNet 93.51% 95.31%

VGG 93.05% 92.53%

Table 1. Classification accuracy of ResNet and VGG on the Fash-

ion MNIST and CIFAR10 testing datasets

4.2. Neutralizing Adversarial Examples

It has been shown by [24] that adversarial examples have

lower probability densities compared to the original train-

ing/testing images. Most classifiers suffer from a covari-

ate shift due to the lack of adversarial instances for training

leading to mis-classifications.

Similar to [24], we empirically verify this hypothesis by

training the PixelCNN model on the CIFAR10 dataset and

then use its log-likelihood estimate combined with a p-value

test to detect if an input image is from the original train-

ing/testing distribution or from the low probability density

adversarial space. Let us assume the adversarial input to

the PixelCNN model X + δ belongs to a distribution q(X)
while the original images X belong to the distribution p(X).
The pseudo code for estimating the p-value is given below.

Pseudo code for p-value estimation

Assumptions: If the adversarial distribution is same as

the training/testing distribution, then the null hypothesis

H0 is given by q(X) = p(X). The alternate hypothesis

H1 is given by q(X) 6= p(X)

Input to PixelCNN: perturbed image X+ δ
Output: p-value of perturbed image

• Compute the output probability of the perturbed

image as Pcnn(X+ δ)

• Compute the output probabilities of the original

images in the dataset as {Pcnn(X1), ..., Pcnn(XN)}

• Compute the p-value P given by:

P = 1
N+1

∑N

i=1 I[Pcnn(Xi) ≤ Pcnn(X+ δ)] + 1

where, I[.] = 1, if the condition in the bracket is true,

otherwise it is 0.

Fig. 3(a) shows the p-values of the original testing

dataset of CIFAR10 and p-values of state-of-the-art adver-

sarial attacks with ǫattack = 8. It can be observed that the

original testing images have a more uniform p-value dis-

tribution compared to the adversarial attacks which signifi-

cantly deviate from a uniform distribution. This proves that

the distribution space of the original testing images is dif-

ferent from the adversarial distribution space proving the al-

ternate hypothesis H1. Fig. 3(b) shows the p-values of the
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Figure 3. (a) p-values of the original testing dataset of CIFAR10

and the state-of-the-art attacks on the testing dataset of CIFAR10

using ǫattack = 8 (b) p-values of the corresponding neutralized

images after transformation using ShieldNet

corresponding images in Fig. 3(a) after being transformed

by our approach. It can be observed that the transformed

adversarial images have a much more uniform p-value dis-

tribution similar to the p-value distribution of the original

testing dataset. In Fig. 3(b) after the neutralization, Deep-

Fool and CW attacks have distributions very similar to the

original testing images compared to FGSM, BIM and MI-

FGSM. The reason for this is that DeepFool and CW attacks

are designed to linearize the decision boundaries between

classes which result in perturbations that are small enough

just to fool the classifier compared to FGSM, BIM and MI-

FGSM that create larger perturbations as shown in Fig. 1.

4.3. ShieldNet Defending IntraAttack

In this sub-section we evaluate the performance of in-

dividual ShieldNet defending against the same attacking

schemes as the ones used in training. The evaluations cover

the state-of-the-art attacking algorithms including FGSM,

BIM, DeepFool, CW and MI-FGSM for ResNet and VGG

on both Fashion MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, as shown

in Table 2 and 3. For fair comparison on both datasets, we

use the same ǫattack used by [24] for evaluating and com-

paring our approach. In Table 2 the evaluation on Fashion

MNIST dataset utilizes ǫattack = 8 and 25, where the CI-

FAR10 experiments in Table 3 apply ǫattack = 2 and 16.

The cells in Table 2 and 3, as well as all following tables,

are formatted as x/y where x and y are the accuracies for

smaller/larger ǫattack.

Table 2 and 3 show that our approach in general outper-

forms other defending algorithms listed in the tables. For

example, on Fashion MNIST dataset, our approach outper-

forms PixelDefend in FGSM attack and achieves an accu-

racy of 89.04% and 88.59% against the strongest attack

for ResNet and VGG respectively whereas, PixelDefend

achieves 74% and 82% respectively. Although there is a

drop in performance as the strength of the attack increases

it does not significantly drop as compared to PixelDefend.

On CIFAR10 dataset, PixelDefend slightly outperforms our

approach in defending VGG against FGSM and BIM when

ǫattack = 2 but, as ǫattack increases from 2 to 16, the perfor-

mance of PixelDefend drops down drastically. When pro-

tecting ResNet against FGSM and BIM attacks with ǫattack
= 16, PixelDefend only achieves 24% and 25% while our

approach achieves an accuracy of 70.52% and 68.86% re-

spectively. Moreover, by combining our approach with ad-

versarial training using FGSM we observe overall increases

in accuracies as shown in the bottom rows in Table 2 and 3.

It should be noted that in general as the strength of the at-

tack increases the performance of defense algorithms tends

to decrease, but these perturbations become more clearly

visible even to a human observer and can easily be detected

and filtered out using statistical p-value tests as described in

Section 4.2.

4.4. Generalization Across Different Attacks

In this sub-section we demonstrate the generalizability

of ShieldNet against different attack schemes. It has been

shown that adversarial training does not generalize across

different attacking schemes. As an example, from Table

2 and 3, it can be observed that adversarial training with

FGSM examples is able to defend against the basic FGSM

attacks, but fails to defend against other attacks. This find-

ing is consistent with the results obtained by [14] and [24].

Table 4 and 5 demonstrate that ShieldNet is able to gen-

eralize for both the training and other attacking schemes.

As an example, ShieldNet trained with FGSM samples

achieves an accuracy of 89.04%, 88.09%, 84.39%, 83.05%,

82.01% accuracy against FGSM, BIM, DeepFool, CW and

MI-FGSM attacks respectively. We believe the reason that

ShieldNet generalizes across different attacks is that, by us-

ing a PixelCNN model in PAR, the model learns to make

small changes on the individual pixels that can move the

perturbed image back to an adversarial-free zone around

the training/testing data distribution. In Table 4 and 5 train-

ing our approach using the BIM attack had the best overall

accuracy and generalization across different attacks. From

Table 5 it should be noted that training on DeepFool is only

able to successfully defend against CW attacks and vice-

versa and falls short across the other attacks compared to

BIM. This is because, DeepFool and CW attacks are de-

signed to create higher order perturbations by directly lin-

earizing the decision boundaries of the CNN, whereas, iter-

ative attacks such as BIM create perturbations based on the

sign of the gradient at every pixel irrespective of the deci-
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Fashion MNIST ǫattack = 8, 25

Network Training technique FGSM BIM DeepFool CW MI-FGSM

ResNet

Label Smoothing 64.23/36.81 9.76/0.00 22.42/3.37 20.77/4.61 4.25/0.00

Adversarial FGSM 82.49/78.43 44.34/6.46 57.28/11.92 51.03/15.70 39.72/0.00

PixelDefend 85.00/74.00 83.00/76.00 87.00/87.00 87.00/87.00 NA

Our Approach 91.59/89.04 91.17/89.74 92.62/90.28 92.66/90.78 90.63/90.47

Our Approach +

Adversarial FGSM
92.46/90.35 91.93/90.68 92.88/91.36 93.47/91.61 91.45/90.59

VGG

Label Smoothing 58.92/44.11 12.24/5.47 31.37/9.73 35.65/11.06 13.17/5.40

Adversarial FGSM 84.55/76.21 56.39/22.74 37.48/18.71 30.69/12.52 28.72/10.11

PixelDefend 87.00/82.00 85.00/83.00 88.00/88.00 88.00/88.00 NA

Our Approach 89.04/88.59 90.78/87.59 90.11/90.29 90.56/90.33 90.49/89.81

Our Approach +

Adversarial FGSM
91.55/88.72 91.37/90.15 91.02/90.77 91.27/90.76 90.95/90.56

Table 2. Performance comparison of ShieldNet and other defense algorithms on the Fashion MNIST testing dataset. The highest accuracy

is indicated in bold + italic and the second highest accuracy is indicated in bold.

CIFAR10 ǫattack = 2, 16

Network Training technique FGSM BIM DeepFool CW MI-FGSM

ResNet

Label Smoothing 64.57/14.78 43.28/2.92 53.45/20.56 50.78/14.37 32.91/6.73

Adversarial FGSM 83.47/79.13 34.58/6.73 39.22/8.76 28.47/5.38 26.94/2.33

Adversarial BIM 71.46/45.92 67.49/12.57 70.59/34.28 75.31/22.89 72.09/27.85

PixelDefend 73.00/24.00 71.00/25.00 80.00/80.00 78.00/78.00 NA

Our Approach 76.57/70.52 73.13/68.86 83.47/82.34 80.71/80.43 75.81/70.42

Our Approach +

Adversarial FGSM
81.29/72.61 75.59/69.84 84.73/84.08 82.91/80.86 78.44/71.27

VGG

Label Smoothing 43.26/7.22 28.94/0.00 36.15/3.47 31.65/4.83 20.72/0.00

Adversarial FGSM 79.28/71.59 39.88/2.96 28.49/2.60 34.27/5.39 30.06/3.18

Adversarial BIM 76.24/37.38 40.52/11.86 77.14/54.95 71.44/36.91 69.81/20.41

PixelDefend 80.00/52.00 80.00/48.00 81.00/76.00 81.00/79.00 NA

Our Approach 78.61/68.25 75.32/67.34 83.19/76.20 83.26/79.11 73.92/70.43

Our Approach +

Adversarial FGSM
81.34/70.61 77.58/70.13 88.42/79.35 83.82/80.79 75.69/71.98

Table 3. Performance comparison of ShieldNet and other defense algorithms on the CIFAR10 testing dataset

sion boundary of the CNN. This means that DeepFool and

CW attacks are highly dependent on the individual CNN

indicating that they have less adversarial transferability.

4.5. Robustness against Adversarial Transferability

From a security perspective, an important property of

adversarial examples is that they tend to transfer from one

model to another, enabling an attacker to create adversarial

examples from a source model M1 and then deploy those

adversarial examples to fool a target model M2. To eval-

uate our approach against this property, we created adver-

sarial examples that fooled the source CNN (ResNet/VGG)

and used those adversarial examples to evaluate the perfor-

mance on the target CNN (VGG/ResNet). Table 6 and 7

shows the robustness of our approach against adversarial

transferability. In Table 6 and 7, lower classification accu-

racy values indicate higher adversarial transferbility. For

example, from the attackers perspective, one can transfer

AA samples optimized for ResNet with FGSM method and

ǫattack = 16 to fool the VGG model since the VGG model

can only provide 20.77% accuracy with these AA samples.

From Table 6 and 7, it can be observed that the adversar-

ial transferability property of FGSM and MI-FGSM was the

highest followed by BIM. DeepFool and CW attacks had

the least adversarial transferability which is evident from

the fact that, these attacks are designed to linearize deci-

sion boundaries of the CNN. Since ResNet and VGG were

trained independent to each other, they do not have the same

decision boundaries thus making the adversarial examples

from DeepFool and CW less transferable. As the adversar-

ial transferability of DeepFool and CW are relatively low,

the accuracy of ShieldNet does not vary too much. How-

ever, for FGSM, BIM and MI-FGSM attacks which have

relatively high adversarial transferability, as shown in Ta-
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Generalization of the ShieldNet + ResNet on Fashion MNIST with ǫattack = 8, 25

Attack used

for training ⇓
FGSM BIM DeepFool CW MI-FGSM

FGSM 91.59/89.04 88.58/88.09 86.43/84.39 84.22/83.05 83.79/82.01

BIM 88.57/86.18 91.17/89.74 88.46/83.99 86.67/85.43 84.25/81.22

DeepFool 81.39/78.21 83.47/81.26 92.62/90.28 85.91/84.04 83.19/81.48

CW 80.11/78.56 86.39/82.11 87.48/83.72 92.66/90.78 82.44/79.49

MI-FGSM 82.83/79.34 83.41/81.93 86.90/81.38 84.31/82.01 90.63/90.47

Table 4. Cross evaluation of adversarial attacks on the Fashion MNIST dataset using ResNet.

Generalization of ShieldNet + ResNet on CIFAR10 with ǫattack = 2, 16

Attack used

for training ⇓
FGSM BIM DeepFool CW MI-FGSM

FGSM 76.57/70.52 71.56/66.82 68.96/63.51 65.23/61.40 66.02/59.24

BIM 70.44/68.52 73.13/68.86 70.38/68.44 68.87/67.49 71.37/68.94

DeepFool 66.97/63.21 68.55/60.13 83.47/82.34 78.37/77.40 66.54/61.10

CW 70.91/64.11 65.22/60.98 73.50/71.25 80.71/80.43 63.17/61.45

MI-FGSM 66.10/61.32 68.90/68.27 71.44/66.71 71.77/70.84 75.81/70.42

Table 5. Cross evaluation of adversarial attacks on the CIFAR10 dataset using ResNet.

Adversarial transferability on CIFAR10 with ǫattack = 2, 16

Source CNN Target CNN FGSM BIM DeepFool CW MI-FGSM

ResNet
VGG 51.61/20.77 72.45/41.56 83.24/82.56 81.02/77.29 44.37/19.86

ShieldNet + VGG 78.62/72.60 71.43/66.03 83.51/79.95 79.91/76.53 73.29/70.17

VGG
ResNet 53.81/29.14 58.44/27.67 79.41/82.46 81.93/80.85 51.45/18.26

ShieldNet + ResNet 79.14/70.82 70.43/68.18 80.94/79.81 81.34/81.37 71.66/68.54

Table 6. Evaluation of our approach against adversarial transferability on the CIFAR10 testing dataset.

Adversarial transferability on the Fashion MNIST dataset with ǫattack = 8, 25

Source CNN Target CNN FGSM BIM DeepFool CW MI-FGSM

ResNet
VGG 66.41/26.37 70.39/37.25 86.41/87.26 81.92/82.43 45.22/22.19

ShieldNet + VGG 85.95/82.40 81.33/76.38 90.29/89.26 87.31/84.53 82.60/80.41

VGG
ResNet 59.27/35.91 72.83/40.90 83.27/80.18 80.66/78.51 64.92/38.36

ShieldNet + ResNet 84.32/80.17 83.50/84.26 88.74/86.71 85.70/86.65 88.67/81.51

Table 7. Evaluation of our approach against adversarial transferability on the Fashion MNIST testing dataset.

ble 6 and 7, our approach is able to defend against the ad-

versarial transferability property by improving the accuracy

from 20.77% to 72.60% for ResNet and from 29.14% to

70.82% for VGG against the strongest FGSM attack on

the CIFAR10 testing dataset. Similarly, the performance

is improved from 26.37% to 82.40% for ResNet and from

35.91% to 80.17% for VGG against the strongest FGSM

attack on the Fashion MNIST testing dataset.

5. Conclusions
Probabilistic Adversarial Robustness (PAR) is proposed

and implemented via adopting PixelCNN as the probabilis-

tic transformation model to defend target CNNs against

adversarial attacks. We theoretically derived the connec-

tion between PAR loss and the SGD loss, and the exis-

tence of a theoretical lower bound of PAR loss represent-

ing the optimal mapping of the adversarial examples to the

adversarial-free zones. We numerically demonstrated that

ShieldNet can greatly improve the defending accuracy for

intra-attack and generalize well across different attacking

methods. Moreover, experimental results demonstrated the

generality of our approach to adversarial transferability with

respect to different CNN models and its resistance to exist-

ing attacks.
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